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Spatiotemporally shaped laser pulses present an innovative approach to the generation of

high-energy particles and radiation. Recently developed “flying focus” methods decouple the

focal range from the beam width, and the velocity of the peak laser intensity v f from the laser

group velocity vg, allowing high intensities to propagate over long distances at any velocity.

Such enhanced control of the laser intensity offers a new paradigm for key laser-plasma-based

technologies, including laser-wakefield acceleration of electrons and photon acceleration of op-

tical photons into the extreme ultraviolet (λ < 100nm), by extending interaction lengths, sharp-

ening accelerating gradients and eliminating dephasing between accelerated particles and driver

intensity.

A flying focus pulse can dynamically ionize a background medium, driving an ionization

front that moves at v f . These highly controllable ionization waves of arbitrary velocity (IWAV’s)

can co-propagate with a laser pulse, coherently frequency up-shifting, or "accelerating" its pho-

tons. We present a photon acceleration scheme, in which a flying focus pump pulse with shaped

transverse intensity profile is accelerated by its own, self-driven IWAV. This self-photon acceler-

ation can lead to dramatic self-steepening and spectral broadening of the pump pulse, resulting

in the formation of an optical shock, which facilitates faster spectral broadening. Such a self-

shocked photon accelerator can generate coherent, broadband radiation extending from 400nm

- 60nm over <100µm of interaction length. High intensity, <500as, extreme ultraviolet pulses

can be obtained by spectral filtering of the accelerator output, without the need for temporal

post-compression.
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